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Status Code Legend

- Healthy
- Warning signs
- High Risk issues: At risk, with a high risk of going off track
- Off Track: Potential problematic issues

Does the project meet the health criteria: NO

- The Project has a very outdated wiki page which does not explain the tool
- Actual Project leader is not active (Project leader has not responded to emails concerning the project for some time, despite multiple attempts to contact them)

Issues:

- The project Wiki page does not have a description or a summary
- No user guide available
- Way to report issues on wiki page is empty
- Empty Source code repository available from Wiki
- Outdated Roadmap
- Latest Documentation is from 2007 (PowerPoint presentation)

Does the project meet Quality Criteria: NO

- Latest executable dates from November 2007

Project Abstract Status

This project can be considered inactive. No one is taking care of the information nor the source code.